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Circle the best word to complete the sentence. 

Name______________________________     Date __________________ 

au  augh ough  aw 

 1. They water their ________ to keep it looking green. launch lawn 

 2. The shuttle will ________ from Cape Kennedy. launch lawn 

 3. The teachers ________ us to raise our hands. taught bought 

 4. Mom ________ ice cream for dessert. taught bought 

 5. I got an A ________ I studied hard last night. because straw 

 6. Please let me have the longest ________. because straw 

 7. Always ________ into your elbow. daughter cough 

 8. Dad took his ________ to the special banquet. daughter cough 

 9. ________ is made from cabbage. applaud coleslaw 

10. The audience will ________ when the final act. applaud coleslaw 

11. Dad ________ enough fish for dinner. caught fought 

12. Our team ________ hard to win the tug of war game. caught fought 

13. The news reported that a flying ________ was seen. saucer draw 

14. Can you ________ a picture of a martian? saucer draw 

15. Santa checked to see who was ________ or nice. naughty thought 
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Circle the best word to complete the sentence. 

au  augh ough  aw 

 1. They water their ________ to keep it looking green. launch lawn 

 2. The shuttle will ________ from Cape Kennedy. launch lawn 

 3. The teachers ________ us to raise our hands. taught bought 

 4. Mom ________ ice cream for dessert. taught bought 

 5. I got an A ________ I studied hard last night. because straw 

 6. Please let me have the longest ________. because straw 

 7. Always ________ into your elbow. daughter cough 

 8. Dad took his ________ to the special banquet. daughter cough 

 9. ________ is made from cabbage. applaud coleslaw 

10. The audience will ________ when the final act. applaud coleslaw 

11. Dad ________ enough fish for dinner. caught fought 

12. Our team ________ hard to win the tug of war game. caught fought 

13. The news reported that a flying ________ was seen. saucer draw 

14. Can you ________ a picture of a martion? saucer draw 

15. Santa checked to see who was ________ or nice. naughty thought 


